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Abstract
The OASIS metaverse welcomes all nature-loving 

blockchain gamers to create, own, play, earn and 

interact with like-minded natives in its virtual world of 

lush greenery and natural beauty.

The team is building an ecosystem of games within the 

OASIS metaverse on the Binance Smart Chain; 

harnessing the power of non-fungible tokens (NFTs) and 

bridging social gaming with decentralized finance (DeFi) 

with the goal to increase participation in both social 

gaming and digital assets trading. Oasis promotes full 

ownership and custody of everything that players create 

in-game, including characters, avatars, equipment, 

accessories and many more elements in the Oasis 

metaverse.

Oasis is a blockchain Metaverse; a one-stop blockchain 

realm that offers different (gamified) blockchain services 

and products, script-less adventures, as well as an 

in-game economy with infinite possibilities.

Team OASIS has produced the game design overview 

and is developing the core features. The minimum viable 

version is already available for early-phase players at 

projectoasis.io, while additional features and items will 

be introduced in phases (please view our roadmap).



Natives
Your character in OASIS represents YOU! - inspired by 

the movie, Ready Player One - in which users are able to 

interact with one another while utilizing the avatar that 

they desire.

We intend to create a virtual world of NFT characters 

where each character, which we identify as Natives, are 

able to communicate, connect, trade and transact in 

OASIS.



Natives 

Category:
● Skin
● Hair
● Clothings
● Effects

List of 
Assets

Auto Generate

Native #1417
 ● Skin #1 = Human

● Hair #4 = Long Hair
● Clothings #1 = Farm
● Effects #7 = Sparkles

Belongs to “wallet address”



Oasis Square

Oasis Square is the place where all Natives gather.

There is also Agora, the central marketplace where 

Natives can gear up with items officially released by the 

Council, or trade unique items created by other Natives. 

All trading and swapping of game items are performed 

by using the $OASIS tokens - the native utility and 

governance token within the entire OASIS metaverse. 

“Realms” is the cross-chain mechanism featured in the 

Oasis metaverse. With Oasis “Realms”, it is possible to 

create a multi-metaverse across various blockchains; to 

develop a vibrant, in-game economy where Natives can 

work together to govern, to dictate and to live a different 

life in the OASIS metaverse.

The Center of Administration for OASIS is the Council, a 

decentralized autonomous organization (DAO) governed 

by all Natives who hold OASIS tokens. In the Council, 

Natives can propose and vote on matters relating to the 

OASIS metaverse in a democratic fashion.



Realms

The OASIS metaverse will consist of a few maps, namely 

Realms. Each of these Realms will represent a part of 

the world that relates to a map from a different 

blockchain.

For instance, we may have “Polka Realm” for Polkadot, 

and “Heco Realm” for Heco chain, and so on.

The Realms are to be built on the respective blockchains 

that we integrate with, the entire Realm will consist of an 

ecosystem from the blockchain, potentially spanning 

from DeFi projects, entertainment, to other blockchain 

services. Users can simply cross from one Realm to 

another as long as they connect their respective wallets 

and also meet specific requirements.

Different Realms will offer different modes of activities 

and experiences, similarly to how we would travel from 

the city to enjoy parties, concerts, and shopping; to the 

outskirts where various adventures await; and the 

mountains and ocean side where you can participate in 

more challenging activities; the metaverse of OASIS 

allows you and your Native evolve to suit the different 

experiences that entail.



Decentralised Finance

The OASIS will have its own one-stop DeFi center within 

the metaverse, for Natives to stake their tokens to earn 

rewards, as well as Liquidity Mining.

We will also have OLá, Oasis’s very own launchpad. We 

will be integrating a launchpad into our metaverse, 

allowing great projects to grow and flourish while 

allowing Oasis Natives to participate in great projects 

from the community.

Decentralised Autonomous Organisation

The Oasis metaverse will host it’s own Decentralised 

Autonomous Organisation (DAO), which will be run by 

our Council and governed by $OASIS token holders.

The Oasis DAO will be unveiled when the basic 

infrastructure of the metaverse is built, and ready to 

write its own script.



The Gamification of DeFi 
in the OASIS Metaverse____________



The Gamification of DeFi in the OASIS 
Metaverse

METAVERSE
Decentralized finance (DeFi) may appear to be exclusive 

to crypto traders and investors now, but that is about to 

change. To encourage greater accessibility to DeFi for 

the masses, OASIS will introduce DeFi into its blockchain 

gaming metaverse. The team at Oasis believes that the 

social gamification of DeFi yield farming will attract a 

new generation of DeFi adopters and enrich the overall 

gaming experience in OASIS. 

In order to participate in the DeFi yield farming in OASIS, 

players simply move their Natives character to the Oasis 

Swap building. Natives can check out the different yield 

farming pools available, their annual percentage yield, 

and create the applicable LPs for their desired farming 

pools. Yields from staking and farming are displayed in 

the form of vegetables or fruits, where Natives can 

harvest their yield in the form of Oasis Tokens directly 

into their connected wallet.

This is a simple and fun way for Natives to farm OASIS 

tokens ($OASIS) and other supported digital assets, 

simplifying DeFi; making it easy and enjoyable for both 

experienced DeFi enthusiasts and newbies alike!





FEATURES OF THE OASIS TOKEN

Purchasing In-Game Items

$OASIS can be used to purchase in-game assets, land, 

farming tools and cosmetics for the avatar.

Participate-to-Earn

Users can earn $OASIS tokens through participation in 

various  in-game events

Staking Rewards

$OASIS tokens can be used in the system to earn staking 

rewards. It is designed to encourage users to hold 

tokens and support the ecosystem.

Governance

Token holders are allowed to participate in the 

decentralized governance process that decides on the 

use of revenues, game development and growth of the 

metaverse.

Gamified Finance (Staking Yield)

Based on our staking and reward projections, we will be 

able to allocate a fair amount of tokens into staking 

rewards. This will incentivize stakers to hold their tokens 

during the early stages of the game development.



FEATURES OF THE OASIS TOKEN (cont)

NFT Collateral

When a user purchases an NFT from the system, a 

percentage of the purchase price goes into a special 

collateral account associated with NFT. The user then 

has an option to re-sell it back to Oasis (which will 

destroy the NFT) for the price equivalent to the locked 

collateral (or a percentage of it). When a purchase is 

completed in OASIS, a small percentage of the tx fee will 

be burned (as a deflationary mechanism).

NFT Rental

NFTs, including land, can be rented to other players. The 

smart contract will assure that the borrower cannot 

resell or destroy the object, and ensure that the object 

returns to the owner when the rent period ends.

NFT Marketplace

Game items can be traded through the in-game 

marketplace as well as other NFT marketplaces on other 

blockchains. It creates liquidity for the assets created 

through the game and also encourages more players to 

participate in establishing the OASIS world.

Note: Before the official launch of the metaverse, the OASIS 

team, along with partners and OASIS Token Holders, will 

collaboratively assess and review the distinct functions of 

the $OASIS token to ensure significant added-value to the 

OASIS metaverse.



A Letter from 
the Team____________



In the OASIS metaverse, each connected blockchain wallet will generate a 

common Native avatar. With various forms of upgrade available, every avatar 

will be unique in its own right. Furthermore, every player will also have a high 

probability of obtaining rare NFTs.

By staking their NFTs Natives have an opportunity to earn rewards according 

to a certain amount of APY. Oasis will also have its own NFT marketplace, 

AGORA, rewarding all forms of NFT creations.

We graciously welcome various blockchain service providers and partners to 

join and collaborate with us, potentially increasing traffic for one another. At 

the same time, we will also implement various advertising mechanisms to 

generate more traffic and awareness.

With DAO as a future direction of the project, $OASIS token holders will 

potentially be a major influence to the future of the Oasis Metaverse.

The initial token sale we raised will primarily be utilised for game 

development. We believe that the evolutionary development, a progressive 

and comprehensive ecosystem, high retention rate of users, and diversified 

token holders, will greatly enhance the potential growth of the Oasis 

Metaverse and the Oasis Tokens.

Team Project OASIS



ROADMAP

Q1 2021

★ Conceptualisation of Project Oasis
★ Formation of the Project Oasis Team
★ Starting the Development of MVP

Q2 2021

★ Start of Website Development
★ Release of Litepaper
★ Release of MVP (Testnet)

○ Basic Multiplayer Support
○ Launching of our Chat System, namely 

CIPHER

Q3 2021

★ DEX Integration
★ Game world design
★ Seed / Private / Public Sale
★ Airdrop
★ Contract Audit
★ OLá (Oasis Launchpad)



ROADMAP (Cont'd)

Q4 2021

★ Introduction of AGORA - Oasis’ very own 
marketplace

★ Gamified staking farms
★ Gamified lending platform
★ Cross chain interoperability
★ Introduction of “Realms” - representing different 

blockchains

Q1’ 2022 and beyond

★ Introducing advertisement module
★ Billboard + walking NPC advertisement
★ Community land sales + building rental
★ Play to earn



Discover More About The Unique Metaverse of OASIS!

https://projectoasis.io  

https://t.me/projectoasis_official  
https://t.me/projectoasisann

  

https://projectoasis.medium.com/

      https://twitter.com/ProjectOasis_

https://t.me/projectoasis_official
https://t.me/projectoasisann

